COVID PROTOCOL 2020-2021
During this unprecedented time, the priority of the studio is to ensure the safety of all
students while maintaining the joyful and supportive learning environment of CACD.
After pivoting to an all virtual platform in March through June, we returned to the studio
for our 6 week 2020 summer program and successfully integrated our new safety
policies into our studio experience.
The following are the guidelines for CACD’s COVID protocol:
-MASKS must be worn at all times. Anyone entering the studio building also needs to
wear a mask.
-HAND SANITIZING All students are asked to hand sanitize before entering studio.
Additionally, after returning from the bathroom. There will be two sanitizing stations.
One in the lobby upon entering the building and one outside of the entrance to Studio B.
There will also be several individuals units of hand sanitizer in each studio.
-DROP OFF/PICK UP. In order to minimize traffic and numbers of people inside,
parents are asked to drop off/pick up outside of the studio instead of coming in to the
building. Exceptions for the littles (2-4 year olds). Parents may walk in their child. For
the younger children (ages 4-7) Miss Kim will greet the students at the door/in lobby
upon drop off and walk them to the door for pick up.
-DISINFECTING/SANITIZING/CLEANING PROCEDURES The studio will be cleaned
thoroughly each day and professionally deep cleaned each week. All barres will be
wiped down with disinfectant in between ballet classes. All floors will be cleaned in
between classes. Door knobs and high touch surfaces will be wiped down regularly
throughout the day/evening.
-HEPA AIR PURIFIERS will be located in each studio room. These units have an
advanced 3-Stage Filtration System to maintain clean, circulated air.
-LIMITED CLASS SIZE Each class will be limited in size based on the square footage
of the studio (Studio A/Studio B) and the ability to maintain social distancing.
-ZOOM/VIRTUAL CLASS OPTION Each class will be available via Zoom. There is a
27” inch monitor in Studio A for optimal viewing of the live class instruction. If your child
is not feeling well, or you feel more comfortable in a virtual setting, please advise Miss
Kim and a link will be sent to you in order to participate virtually.

